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H I G H L I G H T S
• Model-free double Q-learning is researched to save energy in a hybrid vehicle.
• Two heuristic action execution policies are proposed for improving energy efficiency.
• The random execution policy is the most effective and stable for double Q-learning.
• The methods can save energy at least 4% in selected real-world driving conditions.
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A B S T R A C T
This paper investigates a model-free supervisory control methodology with double Q-learning for the hybrid
vehicle in charge-sustaining scenarios. It aims to improve the vehicle’s energy efficiency continuously while
maintaining the battery’s state-of-charge in real-world driving. Two new heuristic action execution policies, the
max-value-based policy and the random policy, are proposed for the double Q-learning method to reduce
overestimation of the merit-function values for each action in power-split control of the vehicle. Experimental
studies based on software-in-the-loop (offline learning) and hardware-in-the-loop (online learning) platforms are
carried out to explore the potential of energy-saving in four driving cycles defined with real-world vehicle
operations. The results from 35 rounds of offline undisturbed learning show that the heuristic action execution
policies can improve the learning performance of conventional double Q-learning by achieving at least 1.09%
higher energy efficiency. The proposed methods achieve similar results obtained by dynamic programming, but
they have the capability of real-time online application. Double Q-learnings are shown more robust to turbulence
during the disturbed learning: they realise at least three times improvement in energy efficiency compared to the
standard Q-learning. Random execution policy achieves 1.18% higher energy efficiency than the max-value-
based policy for the same driving condition. Significant tests show that deciding factor in the random execution
policy has little impact on learning performance. By implementing the control strategies for online learning, the
proposed model-free control method can save energy by more than 4.55% in the predefined real-world driving
conditions compared to the method using standard Q-learning.
1. Introduction
Heavy-duty vehicles contributed 27% of road transport carbon di-
oxide (CO2) emissions and 5% of EU greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
in 2016 [1]. The EU Commission has proposed that the average CO2
emission from new heavy-duty vehicles in 2025 should be 15% lower
than in 2019, and a further 30% reduction should be achieved in 2030
[2]. These targets are expected to be achieved via electrification of
heavy-duty vehicles, i.e. powertrain electrification [3,4], braking
system electrification [5,6], and suspension electrification [7,8]. The
feasible alternative to conventional oil-based road vehicles should be
represented by electric and hybrid vehicles [9,10]. This will minimize
the vehicle’s energy consumption and emissions with the help of ad-
vanced energy management strategies in real-world driving [11,12].
The optimisation problems in energy management should be subjected
to physical constraints, such as battery state-of-charge [13], power
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demand [14], and gear shifting [15].
Rule-based and model-based predictive control methods are tradi-
tionally used for energy management control of hybrid vehicles. The
rule-based energy management strategy has been successfully im-
plemented in real vehicle products [16], where control rules are pre-
defined and optimised offline based on standard driving cycles [17].
Dynamic programming is considered as the global optimisation
method; however, it requires large computational effort and is im-
possible for online applications [18]. Particle swarm optimisation (PSO)
[19,20], nondominated sorting genetic algorithms (NSGA-III) [21], and
convex optimisation [22] have been developed to achieve acceptable
optimisation results in a much faster manner. Offline optimisation
cannot guarantee the optimum vehicle performance in real-world
driving since the standard driving cycles cannot fully include all sce-
narios in real-world driving.
Online optimisation is necessary for the real-time hybrid powertrain
control with limited information on the future trip. Model-based pre-
dictive control (MPC) is a widely used method for online optimisation
of hybrid vehicles [23]. MPC operates a rolling optimisation process in
the vehicle controller, which is based on the prediction of the vehicle’s
future power demands over an optimisation horizon with mathematic
model [24]. However, the performance of MPC is heavily dependent on
the prediction of the driving conditions and vehicle states [25]. Re-
cently, the unveiled legislation evaluates the vehicle emissions in real-
world driving [26], therefore, the development of learning-based
adaptive control is necessary where both rule-based and model-based
energy management methods have their limitations.
Reinforcement learning is an emerging and promising technology
for online optimal control [27]. It has been implemented in varies of
vehicle control applications, e.g. active safety control [28], car fol-
lowing control [29]. The scientific novelty of Q-learning is the im-
plementation of the knowledge base to allow online optimisation in an
unknown environment based on Bellman’s theory [30]. Remarkable
improvement in vehicle energy efficiency has been achieved by re-
inforcement learning, compared to the conventional rule-based and
model-based methods. The reinforcement learning methods, including
Q-learning and deep Q-learning, can improve the vehicle’s energy ef-
ficiency by at least 5% compared to the conventional MPC-based op-
timal control method [31].
Q-learning is commonly used for energy management of series or
plug-in hybrid vehicles because it normally requires no more than three
state variables and Q-table is capable of mapping the merit function
values with the state variable inputs. Liu et al. implement Q-learning
algorithms for energy management of series hybrid vehicles [32]. Zhou
et al. proposed multi-step reinforcement learning for energy manage-
ment of a hybrid vehicle [33]. Cao et al. optimize the energy use of a
plug-in hybrid vehicle based on Q-learning [34]. Reddy et al. develop
the energy management method for fuel cell/battery hybrid electric
vehicle with Q-learning [35].
If the number of state variables is too large, it is not computationally
efficient to use Q-table anymore. A deep neural network is therefore
needed for deep Q-learning. Roman et al. demonstrate a model-based
hyperparameter optimization of the hybrid vehicle using deep Q-
learning [36]. Li et al. implement deep reinforcement learning for the
energy management of a series hybrid bus considering its trip history
information [37]. Q-learning and neuro-dynamic-programming are
proposed to enable optimal convergence of vehicle energy efficiency
without the model of vehicle plant [38]. Pengyue et al. use a neuro
network to build an actor-critic for energy management of a hybrid
electric vehicle [39].
Furthermore, the performance of reinforcement learning, in terms of
learning stability and speed, can be improved by preventing the over-
estimation of the merit functions [40]. Breakthrough methods, which
introduce an additional knowledge base (can be either a Q-table [41] or
deep Q-network [42]), are proposed to minimize the positive turbu-
lence caused by overestimation. The first attempt of using conventional
double Q-learning for energy management of a hybrid car achieves
7.1% fuel saving compared to standard Q-learning [43]. Apart from the
practical study using the double Q-learning algorithms with default
settings, there are still some theoretical issues, e.g. how action execu-
tion policies affect the learning performance, need to be solved for
specified engineering applications including energy management of the
hybrid vehicle. To the best of the authors' knowledge, the research into
action execution policies for energy management of hybrid vehicle with
double Q-learning has not been found in any present publications.
To explore practically robust reinforcement learning methods for
energy management of the plug-in hybrid vehicle, this paper carries out
theoretical and experimental studies on the action execution policies for
the energy management system using double Q-learning. Double Q-
learning is chosen because it enables a straightforward learning process
and is capable of energy management of the plug-in hybrid vehicle that
only needs two-state variables. The new energy management method
focuses on charge-sustaining control because more safety issues should
be considered in this scenario. Robust model-free charge-sustaining
control strategy should prevent the over-discharge of the battery since
the battery is working in a low State-of-Charge (SoC) domain.
The present work includes the following new features: (1) two
heuristic action execution policies are proposed and modelled for the
charge-sustaining control of the hybrid vehicle with double Q-learning;
(2) The concept of disturbed and undisturbed learnings are used for the
first time to study the potential of energy efficiency improvement with
the double Q-learning methods, and (3) statistic methods, including
significant test and robustness test, are used for evaluations of the
proposed method in the real-world applications based on the results of
software-in-the-loop and hardware-in-the-loop testing.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
the connected vehicle system. The framework and function modules of
the model-free charge-sustaining control are presented in Section 3.
Nomenclature
P power (W)
s state
a action
r reward
t time
SoC state of charge
R resistance (Ω)
I current (A)
Loss power loss (W)
D deciding variable
QA the first Q table
QB the second Q table
Q expected system performance
Π action execution policy
U set of actions
θ updating variable
πexe action execution policy
OEM original equipment manufacturer
Subscripts
dem power demand
eng engine-generator set
batt battery package
ini initial
ref reference
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Two heuristic action execution policies for the model-free charge-sus-
taining control are proposed in Section 4, followed by the description of
the experimental system for validation and evaluation of the control
functionalities in Section 5. Section 6 demonstrates and analyses how
the proposed methods outperform the conventional reinforcement
learnings in energy saving from both experimental and theoretical as-
pects. The real-time performance of the proposed model-free charge-
sustaining control system is also presented for energy flow analysis and
robustness test in Section 6. Section 7 summarizes the conclusions.
2. The connected vehicle system
This paper is partially supported by an Innovate UK project. An
aircraft-towing tractor manufacturer is involved as an industrial
partner. They support the vehicle parameters and real-world vehicle
operation data of a connected aircraft-towing tractor so that the pro-
posed model-free charge-sustaining energy management control is de-
monstrated with the connected vehicle system as shown in Fig. 1. The
proposed technology is not limited to the application of the aircraft-
towing tractor. It can be implemented in any hybrid vehicles. A vehicle-
to-everything (V2X) network connecting the tractor, the Roadside Unit
(RSU), and the Control Tower (CT), is used for data exchange within the
system. The tractor-to-aircraft communication and the CT-to-RSU
communication are both enabled by the Ethernet, and the tractor
communicates with the RSU via Wi-Fi. Vehicle information (e.g. state,
action, and reward of the vehicle system) will be transferred into the
RSU then uploaded to the control tower for online reinforcement
learning. Afterwards, the optimised control policy will be implemented
in the local energy management control by downloading the key
parameters of the control policy model (e.g. Q-value) regularly, which
allows online optimisation of the energy management control strategy
in real-world driving.
The aircraft-towing tractor has a plug-in series hybrid powertrain as
shown in Fig. 2, which uses electricity from a battery package (con-
sisted of 8200 NCR-18650 series lithium-ion cells) as the primary power
to drive a 245 kW traction motor. An 86.2 kW engine-generator is
equipped as an alternative power unit to provide extra power for ve-
hicle operation and battery charging. The energy management system
(EMS) determines the amount of power contributed by the engine-
generator and the battery package to satisfy the power demand and
maintain the State-of-Charge (SoC) of the battery pack. This paper will
focus on charge-sustaining control of the energy management system.
3. The model-free charge-sustaining control with double Q-
learning
The model-free charge-sustaining control system is developed with
a layered energy management system [33] shown in Fig. 3, which in-
cludes two layers: the control layer (installed in the onboard tractor
controller) and the learning layer (deployed in the server computer).
The two layers communicate through the V2X network. The proposed
control strategy aims to continuously optimize the vehicle’s energy ef-
ficiency in real-world operation while maintaining the battery SoC close
to 30% for longer battery life and enhanced battery safety. There are
four function modules to allow the model-free charge-sustaining con-
trol. Three of the function modules, including the states perception
module, the action execution module, and the reward assessment
module, are located in the control layer. The double Q-learning module
is located in the learning layer. The inputs and outputs of each layer and
algorithms used to enable the functionalities are described as follows:
3.1. States perception module
The states perception module is responsible for determining the
current state of the vehicle system based on the sensor signal. The
battery SoC and the driver’s power demand are selected as the state
variables for the best performance of the learning system with the
minimum computational effort [33]. The precepted state variables will
be sent to the double Q-learning module for parallel learning and the
action execution module for control of the downstream controllers. The
variables are measured at each sampling time and discretized into the
finite state vector,
=s t P t SoC t( ) [ ( ), ( )]dem (1)
where, s t( ) is the current state at the tth time step;
∈ ≤ ≤P t P( ) {0kW 253kW}dem dem is the driver’s power demand value at
thetth time step; ∈ ≤ ≤SoC t SoC( ) {20% 80%} is the battery SoC value at
the tth time step.
3.2. Action execution module
The action execution module connects with the state perception
module, the double Q-learning module and the downstream controllers,
including the engine-generator controller and battery management
controller. The primary purpose of the action execution module follows
the action execution policy to pick an action from the two Q-tables and
implement the charge-sustaining control signal to downstream con-
trollers (e.g. engine-generator controller). The action taken in each
sampling time will be measured and forward to the double Q-learning
module. The execution policy πexe is used to determine the action
∈ Aa t( ) based on the current vehicle state s t( ), which is defined below:
← Aa t π s t( ) ( ( ( ), ))exe (2)
where,  is the knowledge base that stores the merit-function values
corresponding to different states and action variables;  can be either
QA or QB, depending on the action execution policy. The policy πexe is
the action execution policy, which will be continuously optimised via
reinforcement learning; a t( ) is the action value at the time tth time step,
and it will be used to control the power rate of the engine-generator:
=u t a t( ) ( )apu (3)
where, ∈ ≤ ≤u t u( ) {0% 100%}apu apu is the control signal to the engine-
generator. The requirement for the battery pack can be obtained using:
= − ∙u t P u t P
P
( )
( )
batt
req apu apu max
batt max
_
_ (4)
where, Pbatt is the power supplied by the battery package; Papu max_ =
86.2 kW is the maximum power that can be supplied by the engine
generator; Pbatt max_ = 365 kW is the maximum power that can be
supplied by the battery pack; Preq is the required power for driving the
traction motor and powering the on-boarded auxiliary devices.
Fig. 1. The connected vehicle system [33].
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3.3. Reward assessment module
The reward assessment module measures the powertrain perfor-
mance, including energy consumption and remaining battery SoC. It
uses a merit-function to evaluate vehicle performance after taking each
action. The merit function calculates at each sampling time will be sent
to the double Q-learning module. This helps the training of the optimal
control policy which minimizes the vehicle power loss Ploss while
maintaining battery SoC simultaneously. The merit-function is defined
as [33]:
= ⎧⎨⎩
− ≥
− − − <r t
r P t SoC t
r P t α SoC SoC t SoC t( )
( ) ( ) 30%
( ) | ( )| ( ) 30%
ini loss
ini loss ref (5)
where, SoCref is the reference battery SoC value that is chosen to
maintain the battery SoC within an acceptable range (for the best
performance and health of the battery SoCref should be 28%). α is a
scale factor to balance the consideration of battery SoC level and power
efficiency; = +P t Loss t Loss t( ) ( ) ( )loss eng batt is the total power loss of
engine and battery; the power loss of engine Loss t( )eng and power loss of
battery Loss t( )batt can be calculated by:
⎧
⎨⎩
= ∙ −
= ∙
∙Loss t m t H
Loss t R SoC I t
( ) ( )̇
( ) ( ) ( )
eng f f
T t n t
batt loss batt
( ) ( )
9550
2
eng eng
(6)
where,mḟ is the real-time measurement of fuel rate in kg/s;Teng and neng
are the engine torque and speed; Ibatt is the current of the battery pack;
Hf is the heat value of fuel (for diesel, = ×H 44 10f 6J/kg), Rloss is
equivalent internal resistant of the battery, and Rloss is a function of
battery SoC.
3.4. Double Q-learning module
The double Q-learning module receives the state, action, and reward
variables from the other three function modules. It implements double
Q-learning algorithm to optimize the action execution policy by up-
dating the merit-function values in the knowledge bases. Two knowl-
edge bases (QA and QB) are used to predict the merit function value
with the observation of the state variables. Theoretically, this
Fig. 2. Configuration of the plug-in series hybrid powertrain for the aircraft-towing tractor [44].
Fig. 3. Layered control framework for model-free charge-sustaining control.
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mechanism can reduce the overestimation between the actual value and
the approximation [45].
The learning process of double Q-learning is mathematically mod-
elled as the updating of the two Q-tables using
⎧
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩
⎪⎪⎪
←
+ + +
−
←
+ + +
−
Q s t a t Q s t a t
β r t Q s t a
Q s t a t
Q s t a t Q s t a t
β r t Q s t b
Q s t a t
( ( ), ( )) ( ( ), ( ))
( ( ) ( ( 1), )
( ( ), ( )))
( ( ), ( )) ( ( ), ( ))
( ( ) ( ( 1), )
( ( ), ( )))
A A
B
A
B B
A
B
'
'
(7)
where,Q s t a t( ( ), ( ))x is the element in the knowledge basesQx =x A( or
B); the element value is indexed by the state variables s t( ) and action
variable a t( ); a' and b' are the action for the next step predicted with the
knowledge basesQA andQB with the maximum merit-function values. β
is the learning rate, the default setting =β 0.5 is chosen for this paper
[46]. Conventional double Q-learning applies a rolling alternate pro-
gressing policy [43], i.e. QA and QB will change the role as the leading
knowledge base in each time cycle, when QA is used as the leading
knowledge base for action execution, the feedback merit-function value
will be used to update the Q .B Similar policy is applied if QB is used for
as the leading knowledge base for action execution.
4. The heuristic action execution policies
Action execution is the most important procedure for model-free
charge sustaining control as described above. It determines the control
signals to the downstream controllers so that the powertrain feeds
backthe system with reward. Both action and reward variables sig-
nificantly affect the learning process in the double Q-learning module.
Deterministic exploration (based on the maximum merit function
value) and the random exploration are the two heuristic elements
working collaboratively to allow continuous evolution in reinforcement
learning [46]. They are conventionally used for the learning module for
standard Q-learning and double Q-learning [33,43]. Two new action
execution policies are proposed with the consideration of these two
heuristic elements as follows:
4.1. Max-value-based execution policy
The max-value-based execution policy is proposed based on the
deterministic exploration for system evolution. The action is picked up
with the maximum merit-function value in both Q-tables:
←
∈
π a t arg max Q s t Q s t: ( ) [ ( ( ), :) ( ( ), :)]
U
exe
a t
A B
( ) (8)
where, Q s t( ( ), :)A and Q s t( ( ), :)B are two arrays of the merit function
values; they are indexed by the state variables s t( ) from the two
knowledge bases QA and QB respectively.
After the action a t( ) is executed, the following rules will be used for
updating of the knowledge bases with the reward feedback r t( ) from
the vehicle:
⎧
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩
⎪⎪⎪
←
+ + + − ≥
←
+ + +
− <
Q s t a t Q s t a t
β r t Q s t a Q s t a t ifθ
Q s t a t Q s t a t
β r t Q s b
Q s t a t ifθ
( ( ), ( )) ( ( ), ( ))
( ( ) ( ( 1), ) ( ( ), ( ))) 0.5
( ( ), ( )) ( ( ), ( ))
( ( ) ( (t 1), )
( ( ), ( ))) 0.5
A A
B A
B B
A
B
'
'
(9)
where, θ is a random number between 0 and 1. Because the action
execution policy is deterministic based on the maximum value in
Q s t( ( ), :)A andQ s t( ( ), :)B . The random number θ is therefore needed to
include a stochastic process to allow the generating of new features for
the system evolution.
4.2. Random execution policy
The random execution policy is proposed based on random ex-
ploration. A deciding variable D is introduced to compare with a
random comparing variable C . The action is executed using the com-
parison result as:
←
⎧
⎨
⎩
≥
<
∈
∈
π a t
arg max Q s t if C D
arg max Q s t if C D
: ( )
( ( ), :)
( ( ), :)
U
exe
a t U
A
a t
B
( )
( ) (10)
whereC is the random comparing variable that is between 0 and 1;D is
the deciding variable which determines the Q-table that will be used for
selecting actions. If C D≥ , the action execution module will select an
action a t( ) fromQA. Otherwise, an action a t( ) will be collected fromQB.
After the action a t( ) is executed, the following rules will be used for
updating the Q-tables with the reward feedback r t( ) from the vehicle:
⎧
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩
⎪⎪⎪
←
+ + + −
←
←
+ + + −
←
Q s t a t Q s t a t
β r t Q s t a Q s t a t if
a t π Q
Q s t a t Q s t a t
β r t Q s t b Q s t a t if
a t π Q
( ( ), ( )) ( ( ), ( ))
( ( ) ( ( 1), ) ( ( ), ( ))),
: ( ) ( )
( ( ), ( )) ( ( ), ( ))
( ( ) ( ( 1), ) ( ( ), ( ))),
: ( ) ( )
A A
B A
exe
A
B B
A B
exe
B
'
'
(11)
where, ←a t π Q( ) ( )exe x means the action a t( ) is executed based on the
knowledge bases =Q x A or B( )x . Since the random policy involves
uncertainties in action execution as in Eq. (10), the updated policy for
both knowledge bases should be deterministic, that is if actiona t( )is
randomly executed from a knowledge base (e.g.QA), the vehicle system
feedback will update the merit-function value in another knowledge
base (e.g. QB).
5. Testing and validation set up
Testing and validation of the proposed control strategies follow a
simplified model-based development (MBD) procedure in the auto-
motive industry. Both software-in-the-loop and hardware-in-the-loop
platforms will be developed for the evaluations in different MBD stages.
Initially, the performance of two action execution policy methods is
first investigated by tracking the evolution of the vehicle’s energy ef-
ficiency with a driving cycle in the software-in-the-loop platform. The
software-in-the-loop platform is built with MATLAB/Simulink on a
workstation (configured with i7-8700 CPU and 32 GB RAM). The im-
provements in vehicle energy efficiency in a repeated driving cycle for
machine learning (described in Section 5.1) are compared with the
standard Q-learning, double Q-learning, and dynamic programming.
Both disturbed and undisturbed learning scenarios are considered for
the software-in-the-loop evaluation. Next, the feasibility for real-time
implementation was investigated by monitoring the performance of
each learning algorithm in the hardware-in-the-loop platform (de-
scribed in Section 5.2). The proposed model-free charge-sustaining
control methods are validated in two rounds of real-time hardware-in-
the-loop tests (described in Section 5.1) to observe the robustness of the
proposed control methods. The results are compared with the standard
Q-learning method was carried out for energy flow analysis and ro-
bustness test.
5.1. Driving cycles for machine learning and validation
Four driving cycles defined by the tractor manufacturer [23,44] are
used in the present work. All the driving cycles are defined based on
real vehicle operation data collected from London Heathrow Airport.
The power demand profiles of each driving cycle are shown in Fig. 4.
The vehicle model following the driving cycle 1 (3000 s) for machine
B. Shuai, et al. Applied Energy 267 (2020) 114900
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learning was first run repetitively for 35 rounds. The other three driving
cycles were used to simulate the power demand diversity in real-world
operation, enabling the evaluation of the model-free predictive energy
management strategy.
5.2. Hardware-in-the-loop testing facilities
The hardware-in-the-loop platform is built with the ETAS’s vehicle
control development facility [37] as shown in Fig. 5. The control stra-
tegies were developed using MATLAB/Simulink initially, and then be
compiled into C-code using ETAS’ INTECRIO/INCA software in Host
PC-1. The complied control strategies are deployed into an ETAS ES910
prototype controller through a USB-to-CAN interface. The ES910 is
configured with a 1.5 GHz CPU, a 4 GB RAM, and a 1Gbps Ethernet
interface. DESK-LABCAR implements the real-time model of the hybrid
aircraft towing tractor on host PC-2 via Ethernet. The real-time vehicle
model was developed in Simulink and was verified using the testing
data from a prototype vehicle [38]. LABCAR and the ES910 were
connected via a CAN bus to emulate the communication between the
controller and the vehicle plant in real-time. The performance of the
vehicle was monitored and recorded by ETAS’ Experimental Environ-
ment.
6. Results and discussion
6.1. Improvement in energy efficiency with double Q-learning
Model-free charge-sustaining control performance with double Q-
learning is initially investigated by monitoring the vehicle’s energy
efficiency at different learning stages on the software-in-the-loop plat-
form. This will demonstrate how the double Q-learning with the
Fig. 4. The power demand of the four driving cycles.
Fig. 5. Facilities for hardware-in-the-loop test.
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proposed action execution policies outperform the conventional double
Q-learning method. The results obtained with conventional double Q-
learning methods and the double Q-learnings with the heuristic action
execution policies are compared in Fig. 6. The black round line shows
the improvement in vehicle energy efficiency with conventional double
Q-learning. The blue cross line monitors the vehicle performance using
the random action execution policy, and the red plus-sign line shows
the vehicle performance using the max-value-based action execution
policy. The learning processes can be classified into two stages based on
the improving rate of vehicle energy efficiency. In stage one, the energy
efficiency improvement of the vehicle fluctuate dramatically. This is
due to the range of attempts of the differing actions for reinforcement
learning. Stage two slows down the improvement of the vehicle’s en-
ergy efficiency after a ‘knee point’. This is due to the progressive re-
duction in the probability of new action exploration over time [31],
which leads to a theoretical logarithmic improvement in the vehicle’s
energy efficiency.
All the double Q-learning algorithms can achieve an improvement
in the vehicle’s energy efficiency, starting with an average initial ve-
hicle energy efficiency of 31.29% at around one by learning from
scratch (all the knowledge bases are zero sets). 2.56%, 3.23%, and
4.80% improvements in vehicle energy efficiency are realized by con-
ventional double Q-learning, double Q-learning with the max-value-
based execution method, and double Q-learning with the random ex-
ecution method, respectively. The two proposed double Q-learning
control methods can obtain better vehicle performance than the stan-
dard Q-learning at the end of the learning process. The double Q-
learning with the proposed action execution policies outperform the
conventional double Q-learning method by additionally improving by
at least 1.09% the vehicle energy efficiency. The model-free charge-
sustaining control with the random execution policy can further in-
crease the vehicle energy efficiency by at least 3% compared to the
max-valued-based method.
6.2. Efficiency improvements in disturbed and undisturbed learning
scenarios
In real-world driving, the learned experience stored in the knowl-
edge base may provide negative effects on the learning progress. This
motivates the study of the model-free charge-sustaining control in the
undisturbed and disturbed learning scenarios. Three groups have been
carried out in offline learning, including double Q-learning with max-
value-based action execution policy (Group A), double Q-learning with
random action execution (Group B), and double Q-learning with
random action execution (Group C), to observe the adaptivity under
turbulence (defects from the algorithm). Dynamic programming (DP) is
used to obtain the global optimisation results offline to justify the
maximum efficiency that can be achieved ideally. Based on the authors'
previous development [18], the DP algorithm uses the battery SoC as a
state variable, the cost for the transient from one state to another is
calculated by Eq. (5). In each group, the reinforcement learning algo-
rithm operates two individual optimisations for model-free charge-
sustaining control at the same driving condition (repeating driving
cycle 1 for 35 rounds) with initial battery SoC of 30%. The first opti-
misation is learning from scratch (undisturbed learning), and the
second optimisation is learning from a pre-defined knowledge based on
a poor control policy (disturbed learning). Disturbed learning includes
some turbulences into the learning process by simulating bad attempts.
Fig. 7(a), (b) and (c) show the vehicle’s energy efficiency (calculated at
the end of each round) based on standard Q-learning, double Q-learning
method with the max-value-based action execution policy, and double
Q-learning method with the random action execution policy, respec-
tively. Each subplot compares the vehicle’s energy efficiency obtained
in undisturbed learning (red cross line) to that obtained in disturbed
learning (blue round line).
The global optimal energy efficiency calculated by the DP for the
driving cycle is 32.81% (shown in pink solid line) with the assumption
that the power demand of the driving cycle is known in advance. This
can only provide a reference to show the effectiveness of the online
learning-based control methods (achieve more than 31.53%). But it is
impossible to use DP in real-time practice because it requires 100%
actuate future power demand profiles in real-world driving applica-
tions. The model-free energy management method is not limited by the
driving conditions and less computation (after the training process). It
can be practically applied online for achieving optimal energy effi-
ciency through continuously interacting with the characteristic of un-
known driving cycles.
Generally, undisturbed learning achieves better vehicle energy ef-
ficiency than disturbed learning, because a poor control policy is ap-
plied in the pre-defined knowledge base. For the standard Q-learning
(Group C), undisturbed learning experiences some oscillations during
the learning process and finally achieves an energy efficiency of
31.82%. The disturbed Q-learning has a gradual improvement in energy
efficiency and finally converges to the energy efficiency of 31.53%.
Both double Q-learning methods (Group A and B) can achieve
higher vehicle energy efficiency than standard Q-learning with either
undisturbed learning or disturbed learning. More specifically, for the
double Q-learning method with the max-value-based execution policy
(Group A), the vehicle energy efficiency can achieve 32.21% in dis-
turbed learning and a very similar energy efficiency level of 32.30% in
undisturbed learning. The random action execution policy (Group B)
has more potential to underestimate or reduce the value of each action
in both Q-tables. It obtained the highest vehicle energy efficiency with
32.59% and 32.75% in disturbed learning and undisturbed learning,
respectively.
Considering the improvements (from the initial energy efficiency to
end energy efficiency) in disturbed learning, the standard Q-learning
gives an improvement of 1.05%, much less than that in undisturbed
learning (3.09% improvement). This is because the pre-defined
knowledge base in disturbed learning leads to the overestimation of the
actions, which limits the probability of attempting other actions for
global searching. The double Q-learning with the max-value-based ex-
ecution policy achieves an improvement of 3.22%, while 4.80% energy
efficiency improvement is achieved by the random execution method.
Both of the double Q-learning methods can achieve at least three times
higher energy efficiency improvement than the conventional Q-learning
during the disturbed learning process.
6.3. Stability of learning in vehicle’s energy efficiency improvement
Double Q-learning involves many stochastic processes that may af-
fect learning stability. This is more significant for the method using
random execution policy, in which, an additional random numberC is
Fig. 6. Learning performance of three learning-based control strategies.
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initially compared to the deciding factor D , if C is larger than D then
an action from Q-table A is executed. The default value of the deciding
factor is 0.5, which assumes an equal probability for attempting an
action from one of the two tables. The influence of the deciding factor
on the learning level was investigated by changing the value from 0.1 to
0.5. The tests were carried out based on repeating 35 rounds of driving
cycle 1 with an initial battery SoC of 30%. Each test with a different
deciding variable value was repeated 20 times. Table 1 compares the
level of learning at stage two for different deciding factor values, in
which, the vehicle energy efficiency at the end of the learning process
and the variance of results in stage two are used to evaluate the stability
of learning.
The data from Table 1 was analysed in the statistical software
package, Minitab, to ascertain any correlation between the outcomes
and the level of the deciding variable.
The results in Table 2 show that (at say 5% significance) the null
hypothesis (that there is no correlation) cannot be rejected for either
the energy efficiency or the variance, so it is concluded that there is no
significant correlation with the level of the deciding variable.
The stability of learning for control policy optimisation based on
standard Q-learning, double Q-learning method with the max-value-
based execution policy, and double Q-learning method with the random
execution policy is compared in Table 3. The variance of the results
obtained by all the methods is very small, which shows that the
learning process in stage two is very stable. Among these methods, the
double Q-learning with the random execution policy has the lowest
variance of results. This includes both the best and the worst average
energy efficiency obtained by the random execution policy with dif-
ferent deciding factor values in Table.3. In terms of the average vehicle
energy efficiency in stage two, all double Q-learning methods outper-
form Q-learning method by achieving higher energy efficiency. The
double Q-learning method with the random execution policy can
achieve at least 32.56% energy efficiency, which is marginally better
than the double Q-learning method with the max-value-based policy
(32.35%).
6.4. Energy flow in real-world operation
The energy flow in real-world operation with battery initial SoC
values of 30% was investigated on the hardware-in-the-loop platform
under real-world cycle-1 for two stages. Firstly, we compared all the
double Q-learning methods to select the most effective double Q-
learning method that achieves the minimum total energy loss at the end
of the driving cycle. In the second stage, we compare the selected
double Q-learning method with the standard Q-learning and the results
obtained offline with dynamic programming.
The results obtained by double Q-learning (DQL) methods, in-
cluding the DQL with conventional policy (DQL-CON), DQL with max-
value-based action execution policy (DQL-MEP), and DQL with random
action execution policy (DQL-REP), are compared in Fig. 8. The real-
time data, including the accumulated energy loss, battery state-of-
charge, equivalent energy loss in battery and engine generation, is
collected in each subfigure. The vehicle with DQL-CON method (ma-
genta dash line) achieves almost the same value of total energy loss like
the one with DQL-MEP (blue solid line) method. DQL-REP method (red
solid line) outperforms the other two methods by losing less energy in
real-world driving. According to the real-time battery state-of-charge,
DQL-REP allows smoother operation of battery charge and discharge,
and maintain battery state-of-charge close to the predefined level, i.e.
28%. This results in significant energy saving from the battery for the
vehicle with DQL-REP.
The vehicle performance with DQL-REP method is then compared
with the vehicles using standard Q-learning (SQL) method, and the
offline results obtained by DP. The vehicle performances are presented
in Fig. 9. The DQL-REP (red solid line) outperforms the SQL (blue dash-
dot line) method by achieving less total energy loss at the end of the
driving cycle. The energy consumption curve obtained with the DQL-
REP is closer to the one obtained with the DP (cyan dash line) method,
especially for the energy loss in the battery. The battery SoC obtained
with the DP remains at a relatively high level compared to the SQL and
DQL-REP method, because DP plans each action from a global optimi-
sation perspective with the consideration of the whole driving in-
formation. However, the DP results are practically inaccessible because
it is impossible to obtain the whole trip information in advance in real-
world operations.
The energy flows of the vehicle with different energy management
methods are further compared in Fig. 10. The accumulated total energy
losses achieved by SQL, DQL-CON, DQL-MEP, DQL-REP, and DP are
246.84 MJ, 243.33 MJ, 240.61 MJ, 231.45 MJ, and 209.19 MJ, re-
spectively. DP achieves the minimum energy losses with the offline
optimisation. DQL-REP is shown to be the best online learning method
which has the lowest total energy loss compared to SQL and other DQL
methods. DQL-REP saves 15.39 MJ energy compared to the SQL
method. This is contributed by 4.49 MJ energy saving in battery loss
(58.20% lower than SQL method) and 10.90 MJ energy saved in engine
generator (4.56% lower than SQL method). In charge-sustaining control
scenarios, the energy saving in the battery has more contribution to the
total energy saving.
Fig. 7. Vehicle’s energy efficiency obtained in undisturbed learning and dis-
turbed learning.
Table 1
Stability of learning at stage two with different deciding factor values.
Deciding variable value Energy efficiency Variance of results
0.10 32.65% 8.94e-8
0.15 32.63% 3.46e-8
0.20 32.73% 8.73e-8
0.25 32.56% 4.20e-7
0.30 32.57% 7.68e-8
0.35 32.75% 2.13e-8
0.40 32.74% 1.12e-8
0.45 32.65% 6.50e-8
0.50 32.74% 3.20e-8
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6.5. Robustness of the performance in real-world operations
Robustness test is carried out based on the hardware-in-the-loop
platform to validate the adaptability of the proposed charge-sustaining
control method in real-world driving. Three driving cycles, comprising
9 scenarios with different initial battery SoC values (30%, 28%, and
25%), are used to emulate the unknown driving conditions in real-
world driving. None of the driving conditions is used for offline learning
of the control policy, online learnings capability will be evaluated in
these unknown conditions. Both the battery SoC level at the end of each
cycle (end SoC) and total energy usage are listed in Table 4.
The total energy usage is the sum of the energy loss and the effective
energy used for vehicle operation (e.g. driving and aircraft-towing). The
proposed double Q-learning methods with both max-value-based ex-
ecution policy (DQL-MEP) and random execution policy (DQL-REP) are
compared with standard Q-learning (SQL) and double Q-learning with
conventional policy (DQL-CON). The standard Q-learning method is
chosen as the baseline method, and the energy-saving rate (savings) is
calculated by:
= −E E
E
Δ Q DQ
Q (12)
where, Δ is the energy-saving rate; EQ is the total energy used for ve-
hicle operation with the standard Q-learning method; EDQ is the total
energy used for vehicle operation with the two double Q-learning
methods. According to the real-time variation of battery SoC, the saving
is achieved by charging and smoothly discharging the battery following
the power demand.
The double Q-learning with the random policy (DQL-REP) can save
more than 4.55% of additional energy compared to the standard Q-
learning (SQL). The highest energy saving of 7.78% is obtained on real-
world cycle-3 with initial battery SoC set at 28%. The average energy
saving is 5.78% for the nine pairs of experiments. The highest saving
rates of the other two double Q learning methods are 2.07% (DQL-CON)
and 3.46% (DQL-MEP). This should be noticed that the Q learning al-
gorithm used here can save at least 7.8% energy compared to the
model-based method [33].
7. Conclusions
The work in this paper studied a new energy-efficient charge-sus-
taining control strategy for a hybrid off-highway vehicle using double
Q-learning. Two heuristic action execution policies were proposed for
the improvement of the energy efficiency of hybrid vehicles by reducing
overestimation of the merit-function values. Software-in-the-loop and
hardware-in-the-loop tests were used to evaluate the optimisation
performance in the charge-sustaining control scenarios, using a stan-
dard Q-learning algorithm as the baseline, for both offline and online
investigations. Four driving cycles were defined in the study based on
real-world vehicle operation data, in which driving cycle 1 was re-
peated 35 times in offline training (the data started to converge after 25
times).
The conclusions drawn from the investigation are as follows:
(1) The heuristic action execution policies can improve the learning
performance of conventional double Q-learning. They achieve at
least 1.09% higher energy efficiency after 35 rounds of offline un-
disturbed learning. The improving rate in energy efficiency, com-
pared to the first round, is three times higher than the Q-learning
Table 2
Correlation of the results and performance of the models with the deciding
variable.
x y Correlation coefficient P-value
Deciding variable Energy efficiency 0.386 0.304
Variance of results −0.250 0.517
Table 3
Mean efficiency and variance of 20 samples.
Algorithm Execution method Average
efficiency
Variance of
results
Q Learning – 31.47% 4.78e-7
Double Q-Learning Max-value-based 32.35% 1.03e-6
Random (best:
D = 0.35)
32.75% 2.13e-8
Random (worst:
D = 0.25)
32.56% 4.20e-7
Fig. 8. HiL testing results of three double Q-learning methods.
Fig. 9. HiL testing results of DQL-REP and SQL, and the offline results of DP.
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method.
(2) Double Q-learning with random execution policy is robust to the
turbulence and achieve the energy efficiency of 32.59% in dis-
turbed learning. The effectiveness of the result is confirmed by
comparing to the efficiency of 32.81% achieved by the benchmark
dynamic programming.
(3) The double Q-learning method with the random execution policy
(DQL-MEP) has the lowest variance and highest average energy
efficiency after 35 learning rounds in the defined driving cycle 1 for
offline learning. The investigation has revealed that the deciding
factor in the random execution policy has little impact on the
performance of the vehicle.
(4) For online real-time control in driving cycles 1–4 with differing
initial battery state-of-charge, the performance of double Q-
learning with the random execution policy is robust, saving at least
4% of total energy usage over the baseline method.
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